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Chief’s Message
Heroes in Our Midst
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Heroism and acts of heroism are found all through our modern day society: in the news, movies, books, songs, etc. Fictional characters have also
sown their way into our hearts because they are easy to respect, for they can
never prove themselves wrong unless they are meant to within their stories.
They do only as intended by their creators, who put heroic traits in these
characters based upon their views on what a hero is.
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But what is a hero? It can mean different things to different people. To some,
a hero might be their favorite politician, boss, or actor. To others, someone
closer to home, like a parent, brother, or an uncle. But all in all, heroes are people who
rise above the fray, who provide inspiration by their strength of character, value system
and purity of intentions.
In Swiber, we are not in want of heroes. I am glad that this issue will feature our Group
CEO & President Mr. Francis Wong, a hero in every right, a man I have always trusted. His
faith in God and in people has made an impact on each of us and his leadership has also
resonated well with our partners and clients.
The name of our largest construction vessel to date – Swiber PJW3000 is named after another of our hero, Swiber VP for Operations, Mr. Peter John Worrall – a man whom I can
count on in good times and in bad times, a very reliable pillar in the Swiber building block.
This issue also shows a glimpse into the life of yet another kind of hero, our barge doctors,
unsung heroes who tend to the health needs of our offshore crew. They are hardly seen
by most but their contributions have definitely not gone unnoticed.
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Swiber Launches Derrick Pipelay Barge
Swiber PJW3000
Press Release: 2 Nov 2010

Largest Derrick Pipe-lay Barge (“DPB”) owned by a Singaporean company
- One of the largest DPB in the Asia-Pacific region
- Targets Indonesian market for growth
Swiber announced the official launch of
Swiber PJW3000 – 3000MT Derrick Pipelay Barge (“DPB”), which was held yesterday at the ASL Marine shipyard, at 19 Pandan Road.
To celebrate the launch, key executives
from Swiber, Maas Capital Investments
B.V., Siva Group, IE Singapore, BP Migas,
as well as an array of invited guests, witnessed the launching ceremony of Swiber
PJW3000.
Guest-of-honour, Mrs. Betty Worrall,
mother of Mr. Peter J. Worrall, Swiber’s
Vice President of Operations, highlighted
the ceremony with the time-honored Navy
tradition of breaking the bottle of champagne across the bow to formally launch
the vessel.

Said Mr. Raymond Goh, Executive Chairman of Swiber, “The launch of Swiber
PJW3000 marks a major corporate milestone for Swiber. Jointly owned with our
partners, Siva Group and Maas Capital Investments B.V., we are proud to launch one
of the largest Derrick Pipe-lay Barge in the
Asia-Pacific region. For us at Swiber, this
definitely represents one of our most significant assets.”
Added Mr. Goh, “This vessel embodies
our drive to constantly push the limit in
enhancing our capabilities. More significantly, it will help to strengthen our market
share in the AsiaPacific and Middle East region. We intend to deploy Swiber PJW3000
to perform EPIC work in South East Asia,
South Asia, and the Middle East.”

“We will continue to invest in assets
and our people to grow our business
in different countries.
Swiber has been investing actively
in various countries over the last 5
years including Saudi Arabia, Malaysia and Thailand. Our next focus
will be Indonesia, where we hope to
invest in and construct more assets
for the Indonesian market. We have
recently announced our JV in Indonesia with prominent businessman,
Mr. Eddy Sariaatmadja, who through
his investment
vehicle, PT Alam Hijau Sentosa, has
taken a 51% stake in our Indonesian
subsidiary PT Swiber Offshore (Indo-

nesia). This partnership will help Swiber to
broaden our network in the Indonesian oil
and gas industry and enable us to bid for
more offshore installation and construction
projects in the country. We certainly look
forward to further investment opportunities in this exciting and growing market.
Said Mr. Hans Simons, Head of Principal Finance Offshore from Maas Capital Investments B.V., “Coming from Europe, it is refreshing and exciting to be in Asia where,
in contrast, there is so much vibrancy and
optimism. It gives us confidence that this
is the right place to invest. We are excited
with the opportunity to co-invest in the
PJW3000 with Swiber, and we hope to see
many more such partnerships in the future.”
Said Mr. Vaidyanathan Srinivasan, Group
CEO of Siva Group, “We are excited to be
partnering Swiber, one of the leading offshore support companies in this region, to
invest in the PJW3000, one of the largest
Derrick Pipe-lay Barge in the Asia-Pacific
Region. As we all know, Asia is the place to
be, if one is looking for growth. So we have
the right partner, the right asset and being
in the right place. I see nothing but a bright
future for this partnership.”
Concludes Mr. Francis Wong, Group CEO
and President of Swiber, “The addition of
this Swiber PJW3000 will lend diversity to
our current fleet of vessels. With our enlarged asset base, we will have greater
flexibility in resource planning and reduced reliance on third-party assets.
Above all, establishing a critical mass,
both in terms of vessel fleet size as well
as the range of supporting services, is essential, as we expand our presence in our
existing markets and make inroads into
new ones.”

BP Migas guests

Swiber PJW3000
About Swiber PJW3000
Swiber PJW3000 is one of the largest Derrick Pipe-lay Barge in the
Asia Pacific Region. With an overall length of 170 meters, it is well
equipped with crane lifting capacity of 3000 MT, pipelay capability
of up to 48” diameter, and accommodation capacity of 300 men.
This heavy lift Derrick Pipelay Barge is the latest addition to Swiber’s
fleet of construction vessels. Its inclusion will greatly complement
and support Swiber’s USD One Billion order book of offshore oil and
gas projects, currently being executed in South Asia, Southeast Asia
and the Middle East regions.
Soon after its launching ceremony, Swiber PJW3000 will head to
South Asia for its maiden work.
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a)

Swiber Hosts Thanksgiving Dinner

c)

b)
d)

The dinner was a
thanksgiving party for
the successful launch of
Swiber PJW3000 and a
celebration of two
extraordinary women
who are very special to
Swiber.

The successful christening ceremony of Swiber PJW3000 wrapped up at ASL Shipyard
but the celebration did not end there as Swiber hosted a thanksgiving dinner at Shangri-La
hotel shortly thereafter.
Mr. Raymond Goh, Swiber Executive Chairman presented crystals with the 3D image of
Swiber PJW3000 lasered inside to Maas Capital Investments, the Siva Group and the rest
of the Swiber PJW3000 partners.

e)

It was truly a day of celebration for Swiber as
it not only launched one of the biggest derrick
pipelay barge in the Asia Pacific region but it
also honored two remarkable women who
are indeed very special to Swiber.
Mrs. Betty Worrall, the beloved mother of  our
VP Operations, Mr. Peter Worrall    celebrated her birthday.  Earlier, Mrs. Betty was also
the lady sponsor for Swiber PJW3000 derrick
pipelay barge which was named in honor of
her son Mr. Peter John Worrall.
A video was shown as a tribute to Mrs. Worrall
and she was also presented with a necklace as
a special gift from Mr. Goh himself.  Honored
by the overwhelming reception, Mrs. Worrall
expressed her heartfelt thanks and conveyed
her wish for more birthdays to celebrate.  

g)

f)

h)

The other luminary of the night was Swiber’s
newest ambassador, professional mountain
climber Ms. Jane Lee who was set to embark
for Mt. Vinson in Antarctica  to commence the
Swiber Seven Summits Expedition.   
This expedition is Ms. Lee’s bid to become the
first female from South East Asia to climb the
famed Seven Summits and Swiber is supporting her every step of the way.   
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a) Mr. Kurush, Mr. Peter, Mr. Steve and Mr. Goh with Mrs Worrall
b) Swiber PJW3000 partners,
c) Mr. Francis Wong
d) Mrs Worrall slicing her birthday cake with her son Mr. Peter
Worrall assisting her
e) DBS VP Ms. Joyce Tee with
Newcruz CEO Mr. Darren Yeo
and Executive Chairman Mr. Raymond Goh
f) Mr. Goh presenting the crystal
to Mr. Vaidyanathan Srinivasan,
Group CEO of Siva Group
g) Ms. Jane Lee in her speech
h) Mr. Goh presenting the token
to Mr. Hans Simmons, Head of
Principal Finance Offshore, Maas
Capital Investments
i) Swiber Advisor Mr. Khun
Narong with Independent Directors Mr. Chia Fook Eng and
Mr. Yeo Jeu Nam together with
VP for Indonesia Capt. Hendrik
Purnomo
j) President and CEO of EODS Mr.
Jean Pers and Newcruz CEO Mr.
Darren Yeo

j)

i)
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Swiber Appoints Francis Wong as
Group CEO and President
Press Release: 17 Sept 2010

Swiber announced the appointment of Mr. Francis
Wong as Group Chief Executive Officer and President
of Swiber with immediate effect.
With Swiber’s rapid expansion on the corporate and
operations level, the new appointment is part of Swiber’s growth strategy to strengthen its management
team to meet new business opportunities and future
challenges. The new appointment is also in line with
the Group’s strategy to maintain an efficient corporate
structure and for fast, effective decision-making.
Mr. Raymond Goh, as founder of the Group, remains at
the helm of Swiber as Executive Chairman, with oversight of the strategic growth directions of the Group.
With Mr. Raymond Goh’s recent two appointments as
Non-Executive Chairman of both publicly-listed companies, Kreuz and Vallianz, a separation of the Chairman and CEO role will be a push towards best practice
in corporate governance.
As the Group CEO and President, Mr. Francis Wong
plays a key role in charting Swiber’s corporate and strategic directions, working closely with the CEOs of the
various business divisions and other members of the
management team in the strategic management to
steer Swiber’s significantly expanded operations.
Mr. Francis Wong joined Swiber in 2005 and has been
highly involved in the Group’s overall operations. Mr.
Francis Wong has over 22 years of experience in accounting, financial and investment-related areas from
a broad industry base and is an associate member of
the New Zealand Institute of Chartered Accountants;
a certified practising accountant of CPA Australia; and
a chartered accountant certified by the Malaysian Institute of Accountants and the Institute of Chartered
Secretaries and Administrators.
The Board has accepted Mr. Raymond Goh’s proposal
for the appointment of Mr. Francis Wong as the new
Group CEO. The Board is confident that, with
Mr. Raymond Goh remaining as Executive Chairman of
the Board and Mr. Francis Wong assuming the post of
Group CEO, the Swiber Group will continue to advance
to greater heights of achievement.
Commenting on the new appointment of Mr. Francis
Wong, Mr. Raymond Goh said, “As the founder of the
Swiber Group, I remain deeply committed to its growth
path as a world class player in the offshore industry. I
have seen Swiber’s business expand from just 10 vessels in 2006 to our current fleet of 45 vessels, and from

two business divisions to our current four segments –
covering a full range of offshore EPIC and marine support services to serve the entire spectrum of offshore
oil and gas exploration projects.
“With my recent two appointments as Non-Executive
Chairman of both Kreuz and Vallianz and taking into
consideration Swiber’s rapid expansion and push towards best practice in corporate governance, a separation of the Chairman and CEO role is both necessary
and timely. I will continue to serve as Executive Chairman and play an active role in mapping out the directions for Swiber’s growth at a strategic level.”
“Francis’ intimate knowledge and contributions to the
Group’s growth strategies will stand him in good stead
to lead Swiber forward. He is the best man for the position given that he has been involved in major aspects
of Swiber’s operations over the last few years and has
demonstrated his capability, passion, and dedication
for the Group. The Board and I are confident that he
will lead Swiber to grow from strength to strength.”

“I am honoured to be
given this
opportunity to lead
the Swiber Group. The
management team and
I will continue to work
closely with our
Executive Chairman,
tapping on this wealth
of experience and
knowledge, for the
benefit of Swiber and
our stakeholders.”
- Mr. Francis Wong

Swiber Announces Sponsorship of
Swiber Seven Summits Expedition
Swiber is the naming sponsor of Ms. Jane Lee’s attempt to
be the first Southeast Asian woman
to conquer the “Seven Summits”
Press Release: 17 Sept 2010

Swiber announced a Memorandum of Understanding
(“MOU”) to be the naming sponsor of Ms. Jane Lee’s
attempt to scale the highest mountains on each of
the seven continents.
Ms. Lee was the team leader of the Singapore Women’s Everest Team that conquered Asia’s highest peak
in May 2009. After the expedition, Ms. Lee was inspired to attempt to complete the “Seven Summits”.
Once accomplished, she will be the first female from
Southeast Asia to accomplish the feat.

“Jane’s story is a reminder to each of
us that we all have our own mountains
to climb, even in our personal lives and
professional careers. We really admire
Jane’s courage and determination, which
are paramount to achieving her dream.
That’s why we at Swiber are one with her
and we fully support her as she achieves
her dream”
- Mr. Raymond Goh
Executive Chairman of Swiber
With the sponsorship, Ms. Lee’s campaign will be
known as “The Swiber Seven Summits Expedition”.
Besides Mount Everest (8,850m), she has scaled
Mount Kosciuszko (2,228m) in Australia and Mount
McKinley (6,194m) in North America this year. She
will attempt to conquer Mount Kilimanjaro (5,893m)
in Africa, Mount Elbrus (5,642m) in Europe, Mount
Vinson (4,892m) in Antarctica and Mount Aconcagua
(6,962m) in South America to complete one of the
most prestigious and acclaimed adventure achievements.

liver four talks for Swiber and prominently place the Swiber logo on
climbing apparels, expedition website (currently under construction),
banner and backdrop at public appearances.
Mr. Goh added, “We hope that Jane will be an inspiration for us at
Swiber as well as all Singaporeans to dare to dream big and have the
tenacity to bring the dream to fruition.”
The “Swiber Seven Summits Expedition” is part of Swiber’s corporate
responsibility programme to contribute to the community in which it
operates. Swiber is honoured in being able to help the vision of this
young Singaporean, who will not just aspire to make a mark for herself
but for her country as well.

Ms. Lee said, “This is a big step for me and I’m glad
to have the financial and moral support from Swiber.”
Besides naming rights, Ms. Lee has also agreed to de-
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An Afternoon to
Remember
It was truly a memorable afternoon on 17 September as important announcements were made to a jam-packed Swiber
auditorium. The Newcruz Shipyard in Tuas and three other
Swiber overseas offices in Brunei, India and Indonesia also
witnessed the whole program live via video conferencing.
First to be introduced was the newest Swiberite, Ms. Jane Lee
who signed the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with
Mr. Francis Wong for the Swiber Seven Summits Expedition
that will kick off on December 2010 and end on July 2011.
Swiber is the naming sponsor on her bid to conquer the Seven Summits, the tallest mountain peaks located in the seven
continents.

Top: Mr. Francis Wong on his first speech as Group President and CEO.  
He was dubbed as Swiber’s Superman  
Bottom: Mr. Goh introducing the Swiber Summit Expedition

Jane is the vivacious
leader of the first allfemale team from Singapore who summited
Mt. Everest on 2009
and she will once again
make another mark in
history to become the
Jane and Mr. Wong after the signing of MOU          first Southeast
Asian woman to make the “Seven Summiter” list.

talked about Vallianz’ vision and his long standing business relationship with Swiber.
Finally, the highlight of the afternoon came when Swiber
Executive Chairman Mr. Raymond Goh officially announced the
appointment of Mr. Francis Wong as the new Group CEO and
President with immediate effect.  While most were surprised
by the announcement, this positive change was wholeheartedly supported by the Swiber community. Mr. Wong has more
than proven his mettle so all and sundry is without a shadow of
a doubt that the indomitable Mr. Wong is the man for this job.

A “Seven Summits” video was shown to give the Swiberites a
clear understanding of what this famed mountaineering challenge is all about with profiles and breathtaking pictures of
the seven mountains.   
A special video entitled “Swiber Seven Summits Expedition”
was also played.   This stirring and impactful footage about
mountain climbing showed the gripping  challenges this arduous undertaking entails.   Swiber is proud to support Ms. Lee
every step of the way and she was warmly
welcomed with a standing ovation.
The newest associate company of Swiber
- Vallianz Holdings Limited was also introduced.  Vallianz is an SGX-Catalist listed vessel and equipment owning company. Vallianz Executive Director & CEO Mr. Anders
Schau was also given the floor where he
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Swiber is indeed taking great strides towards the future.

“Courage is not the absence of fear
but courage is acting in spite of the
fear. To me, what makes this action
possible is having the support of
sponsors, friends, family, and extended family like what Swiber is to me
right now and i’ll be very very proud
to wear the Swiber logo to the rest of
the summits.”
- Jane Lee

Mr. Schau

Alok Gupta
Anil Mishra
Anish Ashokan
Anisur Rahman			
Ashish Kulkarni
Chen Jia
Clara Chan
Donabelle Llagas
Ed Farmer
Florencio Andrade
Ganapathi Pendkar
Goh Lip Hiong
Jahidul Hassan
Jerry Alindogan
John Dick
Kameshwar Rao
Kelly Chong
Lina Megawati
Maxim D’ Souza
May Liew
Ng Siew Chern
Peter Ng
Prem Singh
Rajesh Panchal
Ron David
Roy Yap
Sachin Chavan
Shen Zhong Hui
Stefan Justin
Stellen Hoon
Tan Mui Na
Swiber Brunei
Swiber Conquest

Operations Manager, Swiber India
Proposals & Estimation Director - SOC
Ass’t. Technical Manager, Swiber India
Safety Assesor, HSE
Deputy Project Manager , Swiber India
Procurement Executive, SOM
Procurement Manager - NOM
Planning & Control Engineer, SOC
Barge Superintendent – Swiber Conquest
Logistics Manager, Swiber India
Welding Engineer, SOC Singapore
Asst. Senior IT Manager, SOM
Planner – Project Controls, SOC
Engineering Director, SOC
Chief Engineer, Swiber Concorde
Installation Manager -  SOC
Training Manager, SOM
Asst. Senior Finance Manager, SOM
Office Admin Manager, Swiber Middle East
Administrative Manager, SOM
Asst. Senior HR Manager, Recruitment,SOM
Project Executive, NOM
Project Controls Manager ,SOC
Project Director , SOC, KOSS
Barge Superintendent
General Manager- Operations, NOM
Installation Manager, SOC
HR Manager, NSE
GM, Swiber Indonesia
Construction Mgr, Swiber Brunei
Accounting & Finance Manager, KOSS

The nominations officially closed on 19 Nov.
We have a total of 33 nominees representing
all business units from the head office,
overseas offices and offshore operations.
Some were nominated for several categories
while others had multiple nominations
for the same category.
Winners will be announced on 10 December 2010.

FAITH in
FRANCIS
FRANCIS WONG just earned another laurel
but he’s far from resting on it.

F

rancis Wong was just recently appointed Group
CEO and President and to get an interview with
the Swiber Superman, you just have to be faster
than a speeding bullet and more powerful than a locomotive because his days are a whirlwind of meetings and
overseas travels.  
“If you take over the title, you must also assume the role”
said Francis.  “When Raymond offered it to me, at first I
didn’t want to accept it because it’s a very big responsibility and I feel that I wasn’t ready yet.”  
Unbeknownst to all, his assignment as Deputy Group
CEO and Group President last year was a compromise.   
His one-year stint in the Deputy position was to slowly
push Francis towards accepting the challenge and at the
same time, prepare him for the responsibility that comes
with it.

social networking.  It allowed me to see things in a wider
perspective.”
A very good team player, Francis is proud of the Swiber
management group.  Each having expertise in their field,
they came together sharing the same vision and the
same passion to make things happen and successfully
built a solid platform for the organization.
“Francis and I are one.”  Mr. Goh had said  in his speech
during the senior management summit.   In this statement of confidence from the Executive Chairman, Francis smiled and humbly commented:  
“Being a great leader you need to know what is your
strength and at the same time, you need to know the
strengths of your team members.  By doing so, you will
be able to complement one another.  I think that is what
Raymond meant.  Knowing these strengths, he was able
to leverage  because no one leader can do everything.  

“I prayed and thought about it, meditated about it before I finally decided to accept.  I believe in Raymond’s
judgement, I respect him as a leader, and I believe he is
making a good decision.  With that I had to immediately
change my mindset because it’s no longer a deputy position. No more “safety net” for me.  All decisions I will be
making henceforth will have   so much consequence to
the whole organization.    I thank the Excom (Executive
Committee) members for their trust in me to carry out
this function.”   

For example, you only have 24 hours in a day.. if you
don’t sleep.. but it’s not possible.  However, you can get
two other guys with the same strengths as you and you
leverage on them.  Instead of working 24 hours, you will
only need to work 7 hours each and you get 21 hours.  Of
course, before you can do that, you need to have a very
good relationship with your team first so you will have a
very effective leveraging.  

On Being Swiber’s Group CEO
“There is always a best part in every role and   being a
Group CEO widened my horizon.  I had more access to
big oil companies.   It exposed me to different persons
of authority.     It enabled me to interact with some of
the key industry players not only for business but also for

So I encourage all the other managers to do the same
thing because for me, at the end of the day, it’s not about
me but about how  I am able to put the group dynamics
to work.   In my case, I could not be around all the time, I
travel a lot and not only that, I am not going to work for
150 years so that’s how succession comes in.”

Francis admitted to not giving up easily.  “I will always keep
on trying and I cannot take ‘no’ for an answer.    I always
want to go beyond..”

Looking back, Francis shared one of his biggest challenge: a
speech problem.  Growing up in a poor family, he had to overcome stuttering and stammering all by himself without therapy.  

As a leader, he strives to inspire others to do better.  Francis
may not have super powers to save mankind but he puts relationships and people as his main consideration in making
important decisions.  

“Everytime my mother asked me to buy something, on the way
to the shop, I would practice what I am going to say over and
over until I get it right. ”

On Facing Challenges
Challenges abound in life and Francis certainly have had his
fair share.  
“It’s about mindset, how you see these challenges.  Do you
see them as an obstacle from making you take that next
step?  On the other hand, do you see them as a way to make
you stronger, making you exposed to different issues, making you more knowledgeable in handling the future issues?  
I say face it!  If you need help, don’t hesitate to be true to
yourself and consult other people.  That’s where teamwork
comes in.  I am not from a construction background but it
doesn’t mean that I cannot be the CEO of a construction
company because in my team, I have the best people in the
industry.  When I go out, I can always tap into their knowledge. “

On top of that, he also had difficulty in school.  Francis recalled
an important turning  point in his life.

His class was selected to sing on their primary graduation day.   One by one, their teacher called out the
names of those who will represent their class.  Out of
45 students, only three were not asked to perform...
and he was one of them.
He was virtually a nobody and always behind in class.  
Sitting among the audience as his classmates were
singing onstage, he asked himself, “Am I that bad?  
Why am I not one of them?”
“From that moment on, I made a decision.  I  do not want to
be stupid.  I do not want people to look down on me.  It wasn’t
easy. Especially with my family being poor, with my inability to
speak properly and with the environment pushing me down.  
If I wasn’t able to change my mindset, today, I think I may be a
complete loser.“

A man of faith
“When I was young, my mom always made sure that I
attended Sunday school.   She always made sure that I
learned the word of wisdom from God and because of
that I knew my substance.  I knew who I was and what
I can do.  Even though people looked down on me, that
I had this disability and that I was bad in my studies, at
the end of the day, I knew  what I was and that I can turn
things around.
We used to live in a shophouse with 4 other families staying in that one shop.  We were the only Christian family
and because our faith is strong, none of my family members had been derailed.  We were all blessed.”
Making things better
If you have achieved so much, what would still get you
out of bed in the morning?  What keeps this dynamo motivated?
“I want to make it better!  I want to have a change and
an impact and I want to share the success with everyone.  
For Swiber we just don’t want to be a great company but
a significantly great company which makes a significant
impact on people’s lives!”
And that folks, is what makes Francis a hero to us!

Basics in His Desk
Mr. Francis is known for his fashion sense and neatness.  In one of
the senior managers’ team building activities, they all built sandcastles.   After spending practically the whole day toiling under the
sun, he still managed to look fresh and put together.  
As part of this edition’s special feature of 5 things in a Swiberite’s
desk, we also tried to find out what are the things that Mr. Wong
always keeps on hand.  You would never have guessed what these
are:
“I like to keep my desk free of clutter but there are several things I
am particular about.  
Stapler
Francis is very fussy about his stapler.  He needs his stapler to be
big.  And he can’t stand documents which are not stapled neatly.  
He prefers the staples to be slanting opposite the corner.  Otherwise he will have to take out the wire and re-staple it!
Letter Opener
He wants all his mails to be opened nicely.  He always have letter
openers even at home..and he doesn’t share his letter opener.

On Keeping Both Feet on the ground
Francis may be Swiber’s Superman but he has both feet firmly
on the ground.  He is thankful for his humble beginning because
it gave him empathy for other people.

Puncher
Francis even used to carry one with him everywhere in his previous
job.  He used to be very particular about using only his puncher.

“I make a very conscious effort not to bully people and to
respect people.  I do not look down on others because I know
the feeling.  I have been down there before.”
The youngest of five children, Francis wanted for nothing when
it comes to love.  

“Superheroes do supernatural
things.  I’m just a regular man,
I don’t have the power to save
the world.  But if I can inspire
you to be a better person, if
I can have an impact in your
life, in your eyes, I will be your
hero!”

“My parents and siblings all loved and cared for me.  I was the
family’s baby.  And it was one of the most significant pillar that
supported who I am today.”
A father
“My parents raised me in a way that I really felt I was loved.   I
want my children to feel the same way, that no matter what,
they can always come to me because my love is unconditional.  
As a father, I want to be able to demonstrate that to them.  At
any point in time, our role changes, we need to be a friend, a
father, a mentor, and sometimes, we even need to  be a brother
or a sister.
One thing that I teach my children is to have a personal relationship with God.  I want them to have a very strong faith in our
Creator.  Our wisdom, our strength are all coming from above
and I believe that if they will be able to understand that, their
lives will be better. “

- Francis Wong
A screen-grab of the special video made during Mr. Francis Wong’s
Official Appointment
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“Is There a Doctor Onboard?”
A glimpse into the life of a Barge Doctor
This edition talks about heroes in Swiber so let us not forget our barge doctors - the unsung heroes whose very
presence in the barge means saving a limb or a life in a place where hospital facilities are nautical miles away.

Dr. Herm Javellana

Barges: Swiber Concorde,
Aziz, Da Li Hao,
           Swiber Conquest,
  
Swiber Supporter, 1MAS

During my Swiber stint, I was initially assigned to set up the Barge
Hospital of Swiber Concorde, then
moved on to the CHAI, the AZIZ, the
DA LI HAO, and then to Swiber Conquest. And for a short time I was on
board the Swiber Supporter.

Why did you choose to become a doctor?
It started with a childhood dream. At a tender age
of 5 years old, I already knew what I wanted. I was
fascinated with the stethoscope and the sphygmomanometer (blood pressure apparatus), the
white gown and the hospitals.  I wanted to be a
doctor and see the world. I followed and pursued
my dream…
Dr. Herm with Harvard Scientist and Author Dr. Jacob Shapiro

What made you decide to be stationed in an offshore vessel? (As opposed to having a regular practice in a
hospital or clinic base.)
I love adventure & travel and I was captivated with flying as
well as the life at sea. My sense of adventure has brought
me to 83 countries all over the world. I love working in multicultural environments, interacting with different nationalities, experiencing different cultures, learning different
languages, sampling different cuisines, and seeing places.

What are the specific challenges for your profession in an
offshore setting?
The limited medical diagnostic facilities and treatment
options on board the offshore vessels are the major challenges that we face while at sea. And working in a remote
setting needs an astute clinical eye, quick decision making
and proactive planning, in case any major emergency arises which might require an urgent medical evacuation.
Are there certain qualifications to become an offshore
medical personnel?
A medical degree, first aid and medical emergency management skills, clinical experience, basic offshore safety &
sea survival training (BOSIET) are essential for deployment
as a barge doctor. A HUET (Helicopter Underwater Escape
Training) is also a must in locations where crew transportation is done by air.
However, as a person I am full of drive and tried to exceed
expectations. I tried to beat my previous achievements. So I
always kept abreast with the most current medical advanc-
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How long have you been with Swiber and enumerate the
barges that you have been assigned to. (Even prior to Swiber.)
I have been with Swiber since March 2009, but I have more
than 20 years work experience in
the international oil & gas Industry.
I started working in the oilfield business in May 1990 and was assigned
in 19 countries throughout North
America, Europe, Middle East &
Africa, Indian Ocean region, Northeast Asia, Southeast Asia & the Pacific.

es in order to keep my mind and clinical skills from being rusty. I
made sure that I enrolled in the continuing education programs
of the best universities & medical centers in the world, even at
my own personal expense. It’s my own way of giving something
back to the company.

What are the most common ailments that you see onboard?
The top 3 most common ailments onboard are Respiratory,
Musculoskeletal and Skin Ailments.
What is the most challenging case that
you have ever encountered onboard?
Myocardial infarction (MI) and a Basal
Skull fracture, although not on board a
Swiber Vessel.
Share with us your most fulfilling/gratifying experience as a barge doctor.
Being able to quickly restore a barge
crew member back to health, in order
to perform his job without any lost
time, despite the severity of his circumstances.

Dr. Herm with Harvard Professor - former US Asst Secretary of
Labor and OSHA Director John Henshaw

Describe a typical working day for you.
The job description of the barge doctor is not limited to the
routine medical consultations. We are responsible for the
overall health and well-being of the crew and we also coordinate with the HSE Officers with regard to safety issues. We
oversee the general hygiene and sanitation condition of the
barge and generate a weekly inspection report, administer
drug & alcohol tests, raise medical requisitions and maintain
a medical inventory, update the medical register and make a
weekly medical statistics report, conduct occupational health
seminars, stretcher & medical evacuation drills, medical toolbox talks and trainings to the crew.

What do you feel are the most important qualities in being a good doctor?
Aside from the medical knowledge
and clinical skills, compassion and the ability to empathize with
the sick are among the most important qualities of a good doctor.
What has being a barge doctor made you realize about life?  
Share with us any lesson or profound realization you came to
while working offshore.
Working in the middle of the sea gives us time to contemplate
about life within the serenity of the wide expanse of the surrounding ocean. A time to reflect about past achievements. And
a time to analyze and learn from shortcomings.  Also a time to
formulate a plan for future goals. And find a way to achieve it.

I successfully completed a post-graduate Emergency Medicine
course from the Harvard Medical School in 2003 and a Compre
hensive Industrial Hygiene Course at the Harvard School of Public Health in 2010 in Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.A.
I also attended an Adult Medicine Update course in Cardiovascular Science, Neuroscience, and Oncology at the Stanford University Medical Center in Palo Alto, California in 2004 and an ACLS
(Advanced Cardiac Life Support) Course from the UCLA Medical Center in Los Angeles in 2002. I did another cardiovascular
course and an ACLS Recertification from the Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, Maryland, U.S.A. in 2005.
I finished my ATLS (Advanced Trauma Life Support) Course at
the Duke University Medical Center in Durham, North Carolina
U.S.A. in 2006 and a course in Diving Medicine & Hyperbaric
Medicine at the Royal Adelaide Hospital in Adelaide, South Australia in 2009.

Swiber Barge Doctors
Dr. George U Kyaw Shwe
Dr. Hermenegildo Javellana Jr.
Dr. Sanjay Powle

Dr. Thu Ya Myint
Dr. George U Kyaw Shwe

Dr. Susheel Rathod

Dr. Susheel Rathod
Dr. Thu Ya Myint

I was also accepted as a member of the ACOEM organization
(American College of Occupational and Environmental Medicine).

Swiber Doctors who volunteered to go on a medical mission to earthquake devastated
Padang Indonesia

FRONTLINERS

NSE is Looking Up
Newcruz Shipyard launches Height Safety and Falling Hazards Campaign

By:  Michelle Catapang
        NSE Document Controller
Putting Health and Safety in the
forefront, the HSE Team of Newcruz
Shipyard launched its second Annual
HSE Campaign - “Height Safety and
Falling Hazards” on 6 October 2010.
Why Height Safety and Falling Hazards
this year? Over the last few years,
accidents involving persons falling from
heights have been the number one
cause of workplace fatalities in Singapore.  In 2009, there were 12 fatalities  
in the Marine Industry due to falling objects.

He’s the Man!

3 Mil ion Man Hours Free
of TRC by Swiber Brunei
By:  Aldon Yapp
        Trainee, HSE Officer
Swiber Offshore Construction Brunei, with the able leadership of its VP Mr. Joseph Chen achieved a milestone on 8th
October 2010 for an amazing 3 million man hours without any
Total Recordable Case (TRC). This was a great achievement
as Swiber Brunei has been doing major project works with
high potential for risk exposures that put lives of personnel
and company assets on the line.    Swiber Brunei’s commitment to Safety is such that it is our  No. 1 priority.   We have
always systematically forecasted challenges ahead in order
to ensure that every critical and risky areas in any activities
are pre-planned and managed without resulting injury to the
workers.  
An appreciation ceremony was held on 14th October 2010
with Mr. Harry Van Langen (Major Projects Manager) from
Brunei Shell Petroleum as guest of honor. Also in attendance
were many other invited guests from BSP.    In   his opening
speech, Swiber VP for Brunei Mr. Joseph Chen thanked BSP
for its continued support and confidence in Swiber.  
“The successful achievement of Swiber Brunei together with
its local entities Swiber Offshroe/Marine and Kreuz cannot be
what it is today if not for these three important factors:
1)
Bruei Shell is a global safety icon and will never rest
from improving safety or finding ways to work safely.

2)
Swiber’s corporate policy of “Cause No Harm” – which
has been continually enhanced throughout Swiber’s overseas
operations.
3)
The positive attitude and excellent working relationship between client and contractor which made it possible to
accept a “No Blame Culture”
Mr. Van Langen, in his speech applauded Swiber Brunei’s success and for being one of the best contractors Brunei Shell
has ever associated with.  He  shared the message he sent to
Swiber exactly one year ago – “This has taken hard work and
diligence at holding our line - carefully planning our activities,
monitoring the outcomes and being hard on ourselves when
we have not met our own expectations” – and this systematic
approach has again paid off and every moment of the day we
face choices and decisions -big and small- so please continue
to “Do the Right Thing” - all the time.”
The ceremony ended with presentation of certificates and gifts
to best HSE suggestions from Swiber Brunei staff followed with
a sumptuous lunch.

currently have 5 cranes in our yard plus the
cranes on all vessels which are
regularly coming in for maintenance and
repairs. This campaign will bring   awareness and attention to the consequences if
this is overlooked.  Safety is paramount!“
A champion of NSE activities, Mr. Church
then went on to thank everyone who had
a hand on preparing  the exhibits and the
games which glaringly illustrated the ghastly repercussions of these mistakes and so
were very effective tools in   developing
awareness and vigilance.

The launch held at the shipyard
Training Room was attended by guests  
from Workplace Safety and Health
(WSH) such as: Mr. Fung Chan Hua, Mr.
Donoran Loh, Ms. Esther Ong, and Mr.
Ng Yan Sin.  Mr. Roy Chin, Mr. Ken Ang
and Mr. John Chong of NTUC Learning
Hub were also in attendance together
with Mr. Vincent Yap and Mr. Mohd Afifi
of Keppel Shipyard.

NSE HSE Manager, Mr. Mohd Munsur,
enunciated that the prime objective of
this campaign is to raise the greater Safety
Awareness in the Yard as well as onboard
the vessel. “This results in the ability to
identify Height Safety Hazards and Risks
and address them accordingly in order to
eliminate or mitigate the risk level. We have
to set our target and strive for ZERO FALLS
altogether”, emphasized by Mr. Munsur.

Mr. Darren Yeo, CEO of Newcruz, Dr.
Jean Yves and Mr. Mr. Kirk Brown from
Kreuz Subsea.

Almost everything involves a certain degree of risk, and managing those risks is
a normal part of everyday life. However,
when it comes to work, especially our industry, there are far too many risks exposing workers to suffer what could have been
avoidable incidents.  We at NSE fully support our HSE Team in continuously promoting Health and Safety and we are looking
forward to more beneficial HSE Campaigns
in the horizon.

Posters and slogans made by talented
workers and employees were exhibited
throughout the walls.   Different game
stalls such as Handrail Safety, Do’s &
Don’ts, Deal or No Deal were set up to
test one’s kowledge of safety practices
and everyone had fun trying their hands
with the games.
NSE   General Manager, Mr. Stephen
Church delivered his opening remarks
and welcomed everyone to yet another  
life-saving initiative by the HSE team.
He referred to last year’s successful HSE
Campaign for “Hands and Fingers
Safety” and expressed the management’s full support in both endeavors.
“This year we are training our focus to
Height Safety and Falling Hazards.   We

“We have to set our
target and strive for
ZERO FALLS!”
- Mohd Munsur
SWYBER
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Hosts Azizah and
Ashwini

A Fusion of Two Cultures
Swiber HQ celebrates DeepaRaya
One of the major events that Swiber HQ  holds every year is the DeepaRaya.  It’s a celebration of the company’s multiethnicity and a recognition of two of the most colorful
cultures in Swiber.

NSE hunks

Emildah on her opening dance

This year, Deepa Raya was held on 28 October at The Deck.  Hosted by SOC’s ‘Amazing
Ashwini,’ Business Development and Proposals Engineer and ‘Alluring Azizah,’ Project
Secretary, the duo lent an especially authentic Hindu and Muslim feel to the program.
Emildah, NOM’s Marine Fleet Administrator opened the event with a delightful dance
interpretation of Nirmala.
Everyone enjoyed the sumptuous Indian and Muslim buffet and different stalls were set
up to allow everyone to fully experience   the traditional customs and practices observed
during Deepavali and Hari Raya celebrations.

Mr. Wong during his
speech

Corp Services  winners
of rangoli contest
Punee and Santi

Swiberites helped themselves with the kachang puteh corner where varieties of kachang putehs can be had in a paper cone just like the olden days.  

Ketupat weaving
contest

Naturally, the mehandi corner was the busiest with the ladies queueing up to get their
hands decorated with intricate mehandi designs.
As sweets are traditionally given as gifts during Deepavali and Hari Raya, a display booth
filled with an array of Indian sweets and kuehs was also set up with descriptive stands
beside each for every sweet tooth to sample.
A Rangoli making competition was held with participants staying behind the previous  
day in order to make their rangolis.  The Swiber logo was incorporated into each team’s
design.   Corporate Services’ rangoli showing traditional designs and the iconic peacocks
was tied with the Principia group for first place.  Although first timers in rangoli making,
our Principia engineers stayed true to form and designed their rangoli as a wind turbine
using the logo as the center of the propeller.  
In the Ketupat weaving contest, each team were represented by two members who had
to learn the complicated art of weaving and finish their ketupats within 10 minutes.  
Kreuz Subsea’s entry was chosen as the winner.    
Kudos to this year’s DeepaRaya committee for a most meaningful event!  
Deepavali volunteers:
Bandi Puneela,  Application Developer
Paladugo Santi, SAP FICU Executive
Hari Raya volunteers:
Rosnah Samad, Catering Operations Asst
Lasiah Binte Musa, Operations Secretary
Leonie Rodrigues, Commercial Services and Insurance Executive
To view more photos, visit: http://myswiber/Media.aspx

Selamat Hari Raya Celebration
at Swiber Victorious
10 Sept 2010
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Principia winners of
rangoli contest

Selamat Hari Raya Celebration
by Muslim colleagues at The Cabin, HQ
29 September 2010

Mr. Goh, Mr. Gupta and
Mr. Kingsley judging
the rangoli

Best dressed Engel
and Kelly

Diwali Celebration
at Swiber India Office
4 November 2010

HQ HAPPENINGS

measure cardio-respiratory fitness and
body fat percentage by using three
types of test and graded according to
age and gender.

By:  Feiri Yenna
        Training Executive

The three tests
•
Queen’s College Step Test was
measuring the heart rate before and
after the participant step at a specific
rate for 3 minutes.
•
Push Up Test was asking participant to perform push up continuously.
This test is to measure the muscular
and cardiovascular fitness.
•
Body Fat Percentage Test is to
know participant’s body fat percentage
using  bioelectrical impendence method
The event finished at 4:00pm and as a
result Swiberites will receive a individual report that was mentioning about
remarks & recommendations base on
the test they have been doing.

Swiberites showing off their battle
scars!

Swiberites Get Physical
Annual health and fitness screening at HQ
The health of the people is really the foundation upon which all their happiness and
all their powers as a state depend. ~Benjamin Disraeli~
Ensuring that all Swiberites have a good
health foundation,   Swiber held the 2010
Health and Fitness Screening in conjunction with Alliance Healthcare Group
(health screening exercise) and Absolute
Living (fitness assessment).

Swiber strongly recommended Swiberites to make some changes in their
health base on the individual health and
fitness screening report that has been
sent. To work hand in hand with our fitness training that available 2x times in
a week, Wednesday and Thursday, 6pm
to 8pm at our Swiber Gym located at
level 2 to achieve a healthy life.

Three employees were at risk of developing diabetes with one known case while
the rest have normal profiles.     Six percent are suspected hypertensive while
10% have high LDL-cholesterol levels.  
Twelve percent are found to have the
metabolic syndrome .

Individual Health Screening Report can
be downloaded from www.healthscanner.com by those who completed the My
HealthScanner assessment online.  
The Health Screening exercise was based The fitness screening was held in the afon   5 major health conditions which are:   ternoon.    The screening was done to
Obesity, Diabetes, Hypercholesterolaemia
(high blood cholesterol), Hypertension
(high blood pressure) and Metabolic Syndrome.   

Huffs over Puffs
Swiber launches a smoking awareness program at HQ

A Smoking Cessation Awareness Program was held on 7 to
14 October 2010. It aims to build awareness for active and
passive smokers about the side effects of smoke to our
health. The programme consisted of a series of events,
namely:  Smoking Awareness Exhibition, a Smoking Cessation Awareness Talk, a Personal Smokerlyzer testing  
and a Smoking Cessation Buddy Program.
The mini exhibit enabled everyone to see the vivid picture  
of the side effects of smoking through the use of models
and posters at the HQ first level lobby from 7 – 8 October
2010.

Top - Bottom:
a) Sunil during the
Smokerlyzer test
b) The exhibit
c) Smoking cesation talk

The one hour talk was conducted by Mr. Louis Goh, a
smoking cessation clinic manager.  A Smokerlyzer test was
also conducted as it is deemed as a very effective tool in
smoking cessation.  The testing included both active and
passive smokers.  An apple was distributed to all who underwent the test.    Some were disturbed about the CO
level that they had in their lungs and considered lessening
their cigarette consumption.

Simply Bowled Over!
Swiber Bowling Tournament 2010
One of the most enthusiastically attended Swiber
activities is the bowling tournament.  This year,
twelve teams were pitted against each other at
Westwood Bowl Club CSC @ Bukit Batok on 15
October.

Engelbert during blood pressure check
Registration Area

Light snacks were provided at the beginning
of the tournament which promptly started at
7:00pm. Each team were given 15 minutes warm
up before they had to compete in earnest.  The
tournament may be held in the spirit of fun but
all players showed remarkable will to win and it
wasn’t long before cheering erupted and teams
strategized to clinch the championship.
Champion - NOM Swifts team A consist of Roy
Yap Chin Keong, Lim Tai John, Shahrina, Casey
Yong Jing Ying

Overall company profile is relatively
healthy.   Majority of the employees are
within the normal range. Out of the 97
employees who completed the health
screening exercise, more than half (56%)
have normal obesity profile while 37% are
found to be overweight.

1st Runner Up - NSE Seagulls team B consist of
Steve Seet, Raymond Lim, Maria Victoria Reyes
and Jasmine Chan
Mr. Enrique during consultation
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2nd Runner Up - Newcruz Seagulls team A with members: Charlton Chan,
Ben Chan, June Yu Xiao, Tamil Selvi
The Best Female Bowler - Casey Yong Jing Ying from Newcruz
The Best Male Bowler - Raymond Lim from Newcruz Shipyard
Thank you for your participation and see you again in the next tournament!  Congratulations  to all!
Talent wins games, but teamwork and intelligence wins championships.
~Michael Jordan~

Intellect
versus

Experience
Have you ever had a situation where you heard or saw something that you considered life-changing or worthy of taking onboard into your life, only to find out a little
while later, you could not continue or maintain it?
What may have occurred originally, was that you knew or recognised something at
an intellectual level; something may have resonated within you to make you sit up
and take note. However, a short time afterwards, maybe days or weeks, the impetus
to continue waned and it no longer was part of your life.

Bringing About Emotional Mastery
If only we could control our emotions as they arise, out of
where?
They just seem to come out of nowhere and before we know
it, we are thinking, saying or doing things that are very often,
quite out of character with who we normally are. Does this
ring true for you?
These spontaneous reactions can flare up at anytime and any
place. You just have to witness road rage, or arguments, disagreements and similar behaviours to know that they exist.
So in order to lead more harmonious lives, we need to be
aware of what is going on in our inner world. What is it that
makes us react? Why do we go out or control sometimes and
say harmful things or do harmful acts to others and ourselves?
Many of these reactions come from the ego mind, that part of
us that projects our fears, separateness and superiority. When
we feel these deep-seated reactions or emotions bubbling to
the surface, we need to become aware of them in order to
convert them from a re-action, to a response. There is a big

difference between the two.
As we become aware of our emotions, we can convert them to
a positive response by applying the six heart virtues of:
Appreciation
Compassion
Understanding
Forgiveness
Humility
Valour
By being present, seeing and hearing what is going on in front
of us, we can convert the destructive impulse of making the
other wrong and us right, by applying the appropriate virtue or
virtues to the situation, thus alleviating the oppositional forces.
Go on, give it a try; you have got nothing to lose and everything
to gain.
With understanding,

Rick  							

When we experience something for ourselves, then it has a much more lasting value
to us and it needs only one “secret” ingredient to make it fully part of our life and
that is - PRACTICE!
“Practice makes perfect” as the old saying goes and there is some truth in that. But
what practice really does for us, is to take something we know intellectually (at the
mind level) and transforms it into some thing we really KNOW (experientially) to be
true for us. Practice embeds the information within us and it becomes an experienced part of our life.
So it is with Cause No Harm. We can sprout all the right words, know each of the
components and talk about them all day long, but do we apply it into our lives? That
is the BIG question. Until we put something into practice, how can we know it works?
How can we really experience it? How can it change our behaviour or the way we
see things? We can’t and so it is vital that we take the concept of Cause No Harm and
practice it daily and then it will become a way of life. In fact, a life-enhancing way of
life, that gives us the opportunity to make a difference to our own life, the lives of
our colleagues, our family, our environment, our planet and our future generations.
Now wouldn’t that be a great legacy to leave behind?
“Go ahead, make my day” – put the words into practice and see what a difference
you can make.

Rick

							

Michael probably spends more time on other people’s desks
helping them with their computer problems but “other people’s” things still followed him on his own desk as it’s literally
cluttered with stuff by and for...other people of course!

5 THINGS ON MY DESK

Michael Goh

They say that one’s personality shows through one’s possessions.
Here, five Swiberites shared a peek into theirs
Chee Hung’s desk is so “legally organized” and his list of top 5
things showed his no nonsense and polite nature

Lee Chee Hung
Legal Counsel

•His Blackberry
•Pen
•Dictionary
•Breath mints
•Water

Desktop Engineer
•Office Phone
•Cup of Coffee
•Calendar
•Software CDs
•Other people’s laptops
“Almost everyone calls me so the office phone is a must in my
desk.  I like my coffee and I always use calendars especially when
i’m filling up stock cards.  Other people’s laptops are also permanent fixtures on my desk because somehow there’s always
one problem or another and I fix them.  CD softwares also keep
growing as we help procure and install them to the employees
who need to use them.”
Her desk may be crowded with documents and drawings but Meidya
still managed to show her sweet side with her top 5 things

“I need to check my emails all the time and I always have
pens handy.  I keep a dictionary with me because I need to
make sure that I use the correct words.  My breath mints
keeps me confident that I have fresh breath when I talk to
people and  of course water to keep myself hydrated.”

Meidya Ariandiny
Structural Engineer

•Family’s pictures
•Stuffed bear
•Tissue
•Stapler
•Scratch Papers
“I like seeing pictures of my family on my desk.  The bear is a gift
from my friend in Indonesia.  The tissue is for hygiene purposes.  
The stapler is a must because I get stacks of documents and the
scratch paper/recycled paper are useful to me because that’s
where I make drafts of my reports for my boss’ s comments that
way I don’t waste paper.”

Her desk have a lot of things in it but they are all neatly
arranged on the side giving her enough clear space to work in.
Her top 5 things clearly showed her sensitive feminine side

Joyce Peh

HR Executive
•Thumbdrive
•Cup of Water
•Mobile Phone
•Plant
•Stuffed Toy
“My thumbdrive contains my important files,  I keep a mug
of water with me to quench thirst and my mobile phone to
keep myself reachable.   I like to keep my plant beside me
because its green color relieves the strain on my eyes from
long hours of looking at the computer and documents.  My
stuffed toy is a gift when I left my previous company.”
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His desk is clean and devoid of any personal effects and
his top 5 things showed how hard core this draftsman is

Gary Paglinawan
Draftsman

•Telephone list
•Calendar
•Mug
•Structural Sections
•Standard Padeye Information Sheet
I always keep a list of the phone numbers of the people
that I directly work with.  I must have a calendar and my
mug in my desk.   

It 's Great to be..
Hu Leo

Structural Engineer

Baby Claris (Hu Chen Xin)
Date of Birth: 10 Sep. 2010

Maria Criselda Acosta
Procurement Assist

Tolentino Maureen
Receptionist

Yim Yi Lin Dorcas
Events Exec

Jiang Jichao
Drafstman

Rachel Lam Sze Min
SAP ABAP Executive

Leong See Wan
Senior HR Exec

Saidin Bin Sani Mum
Document Controller

Leong Soon Heng
Ship Repair Manager

Mat Wahap Bin Abdul
Rahman, Driver

Abdul Rashid Bin Abdul
Hakim, Maintenance

Onshore Pipeline Fabrication Mgr

Tang Peck Chan
QA Engineer

Ablen Alvin Brocoy
Document Controller

“To my daughter: I fell in deep deep love with you at the first sight
though you were crying. And no matter how time flies, my love to
you will go on.”

Fery Irawan

Structural Engineer

Chong Wei Jie
Yard Operation Asst

Baby Alfian Brilliansyah Fernanda Putra
Date of Birth : 17 September 2010

“A new baby is like the beginning of all things, hope, a dream of possibilities.
We are so happy our new baby is here, may our small one grow strong & happy
under our care and love.”

Ng Siew Ching
Travel Coordinator

Ellen Fam Ai Ling
Logistics Admin Asst

Tow Weiya Jason
Logistics Exec

Sun Kee Tut

Kapil Bhide

Proposal and estimation
Engineer

Wife: Pooja
Married on 2 June 2010

Baliga Bantwal Ganesh
Prasad,Marine Estimator

Dasi Nageswara Rao
Senior Subcontracts Mgr

Ajay Kumar Gupta
Senior Procurement Mgr

Lenny Rustam

SENIOR FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING
MANAGER - Swiber Indonesia

Date of Birth: 3 November. 2010

NEW SWIBERITES
Fambeck Ritchie Travis
Senior Mgr, Cost/Proj Acctg

Elizabeth Cabarlo More
Accounts Asst

Yeemon Soe
Procurement Asst

John Vattamuruppel Mathai
Project Procurement Manager

Kala Narendra
Project Manager

Elizabeth C. Yap
Admin Exec

Lee Foong Yee
Accounts Assistant

Sachin Suresh Patil
Estimation Manager

Chin Siew Er
Account Assistant

Mahendran
Crewing Superintendent

Kasmuji
Structural Draftsman

Chang Olivia
Payroll Executive

Vhavle Nagaraj Sridhar Rao
Construction Manager

Baby Leony Carissa

Karen Koa
HR Consultant

Mahindre Ashish
Planner

Broca Paramjit Singh
Marine Superintendent

Friecca Kurniawan
Tax Manager
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SHOT OF THE MONTH

Puppy Love

Aldon, Trainee HSE Officer found this puppy wandering around at the Telisai Worksite ( Rentis Project) in Brunei

